Spring Assembly, May 4-5, 2019

Literature /Forum Report

**Just for Tonight Bookmark (M-81)** was introduced in March and is proving to be very popular, having gone into a second printing. The bookmarks, like the *Just for Today* bookmarks (M-12) are ten cents each. An insert order form was included in the April issue of *The Forum*. Please send your review of the bookmark to AFG, Inc., so that it may be shared with the fellowship through the website, *The Forum*, *In the Loop*, and other WSO newsletters.

**Intimacy in Alcoholic Relationships** is now available in English, French, and Spanish.

**New Daily Reader (working title):** Sharings on the Steps, Traditions, and Concepts of Service are still needed, as are ones that exemplify the wide variety of relationships and backgrounds of members today. *Please see how to find the writing guidelines below.*

**“CAL Corner” Topics:** This department is featured each month in *The Forum* magazine. It contains members sharings on how a particular piece of our literature has enhanced their recovery. Sharings are needed about Intimacy in Alcoholic Relationships (B-33), Hope & Understanding for Parents & Grandparents (P-94), ... In All Our Affairs (B-15), Living Today in Alateen (B-26), and As we Understood... (B-11). *Please see how to find the writing guidelines below.*

**Group Representatives** - you are your group's Forum Representative. Please encourage your group, as well as individual members, to consider subscribing to the Forum. The Forum represents the current pulse of the Al-Anon fellowship, offering the latest experience, strength and hope from members just like us. Please see *The Forum* displayed at this Assembly for important Al-Anon information and to read testimonials from VA Area Al-Anon members whose recovery has been enhanced by using *The Forum* in meetings and their personal recovery.

**How to Find Writing Guidelines:**
1. Go to al-anon.org
2. Click on members
3. Click on Literature
4. Bottom of the page, click on literature resource
5. Bottom of page, click on send your sharing
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